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Composite lithium electrode with mesoscale skeleton
via simple mechanical deformation
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INTRODUCTION

Given their high specific capacity, low atomic weight, and low anode
potential, next-generation secondary batteries based on lithium (Li)
metal anodes could store electrochemical energy better than currently
existing commercial Li ion batteries (1–7). However, the formation
of ramified dendritic Li during cycling challenges the development
of a practical Li metal battery. Consequences of this Li dendrite
growth include internal short circuits from sharp Li dendrite penetration and poor electrochemical performance due to intensive
side reactions and solid electrolyte interphase (SEI) formation
(5, 7–11). Many strategies have been proposed and demonstrated
to eliminate the aforementioned intrinsic problems of Li anodes
(12–23). Our group, in particular, has placed substantial effort in
building a host for Li by fabricating composite Li electrodes. Several
designs for Li encapsulation inside a scaffold have been proposed
(21, 24–29), and a number of other research groups have also
demonstrated the progress of the host designs (30–35); examples of
these designs include guided nucleation (21, 31), guided growth
(20, 24, 32), and more recent melt-infusion methods (25–30, 34, 35).
These strategies can ensure the suitable encapsulation of Li within a
scaffold and thus enable a high electroactive area, improved electrochemical performance, and minimal volume change. Nevertheless,
these methods require high-cost and complicated fabrication procedures. A multistep nanosynthesis is involved in guided nucleation
with prestored gold nanoparticles as nucleation seeds (21). High
temperatures over 200°C and safety precautions are required for Li
melt-infusion (25–27). The highly complex fabrication and processing in these techniques require further development in their practical application, and as such, a simple yet effective method to build a
host for Li is in high demand.
Here, we report a newly developed composite Li metal anode fabricated via a simple rolling-cutting method. In contrast to our pre1
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vious designs that require chemical processes, this composite Li anode
only involves mechanical deformation. As schematically illustrated
in Fig. 1A, a thin layer of nanoporous polyethylene (PE) film (~12 m)
was placed on the top surface of a layer of Li foil (~50 to 60 m). The
two layers of material were pressed tightly to ensure tight and smooth
contact. Afterward, the double-layer strip was rolled into a cylinder
manually (Fig. 1B). The cross-sectional area of the cylinder could be
tuned by controlling the total length of the double-layer strip. The
as-made cylinder was then cut into round disks using a sharp blade
(Fig. 1B). Keeping the same geometric dimensions as typical Li metal
foil electrodes, the area of each round disk is fixed to be 1 cm2 with
a thickness of around 1 mm. With this design, the porous PE film

Fig. 1. Schematics of the electrode design. (A and B) Fabrication of composite Li
electrode via mechanical deformation. (C) Tilted view of the resulting composite
electrode disk showing alternating building blocks of Li strip and porous PE film.
(D) Digital photo image of the composite Li electrode. Photo credit: Zheng Liang,
Stanford University. (E) SEM image of the composite Li electrode.
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Lithium metal–based batteries are attractive energy storage devices because of high energy density. However,
uncontrolled dendrite growth and virtually infinite volume change, which cause performance fading and safety
concerns, have limited their applications. Here, we demonstrate that a composite lithium metal electrode with an
ion-conducting mesoscale skeleton can improve electrochemical performance by locally reducing the current
density. In addition, the potential for short-circuiting is largely alleviated due to side deposition of mossy lithium
on the three-dimensional electroactive surface of the composite electrode. Moreover, the electrode volume only
slightly changes with the support of a rigid and stable scaffold. Therefore, this mesoscale composite electrode can
cycle stably for 200 cycles with low polarization under a high areal current density up to 5 mA/cm2. Most attractively, the proposed fabrication process, which only involves simple mechanical deformation, is scalable and cost
effective, providing a new strategy for developing high performance and long lifespan lithium anodes.
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RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Li plating/stripping behaviors on the composite Li electrode
The composite Li electrode is expected to exhibit electrochemical activity at both the top surface and sidewalls, enabling three-dimensional
Li plating/stripping. To confirm this concept, we conducted both SEM
study and COMSOL simulation. Figure 2 displays the actual shape
and corresponding simulated shape of this composite Li electrode
during various stages in a simple Li stripping process. The mesoscale
composite Li electrode was subjected to an electrochemical Li extraction under a constant areal current density of 3 mA/cm2. The
pristine electrode shows a flat top surface and tight packing of the
Li strip and PE film (Fig. 2A). The white regions in Fig. 2 (B, D, and F)
represent the Li strips, while the colored regions represent the Li+
ion concentration in the surrounding electrolyte. In the following
stripping process, both height and width of the Li strip decrease,
suggesting a three-dimensional plating/stripping (Fig. 2, C and E).
The corresponding modeling confirms this shape change during
Li stripping (Fig. 2, D and F). Obviously, the Li strip width deLiang et al., Sci. Adv. 2019; 5 : eaau5655
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Fig. 2. COMSOL multiphysics modeling of composite electrode geometry during
Li stripping. (A) Schematic and top-view SEM image of the composite electrode at
the initial stage and (B) corresponding initial state of the model. (C) Top-view SEM
image of the composite electrode after stripping 1 mAh/cm2 of Li under a current
density of 3 mA/cm2 and (D) corresponding slightly stripped model. (E) Top-view
SEM image of the composite electrode after stripping 3 mAh/cm2 Li under a current density of 3 mA/cm2 and (F) corresponding increasingly stripped model. In
the COMSOL modeling part, the width of each Li strip and PE film is around 50 and
12 m, respectively, and the color scale represents the local Li+ ion concentration
in millimolar (mM). Additional simulation parameters are available in the Supplementary Materials.

creases more rapidly on the top part than the bottom, thereby forming
a structure with a trapezoidal cross section. This fact implies that
the top part of the composite electrode has much higher electrochemical activity than the part deep inside due to the limitation of Li ion diffusion (25–27).
To evaluate the influence of Li strip thickness on the cycling behavior of the composite electrode, we fabricated various composite Li
electrodes using Li foils with three thicknesses (50, 380, and 750 m).
The processing methods were the same for all the electrodes, and the
corresponding morphologies were studied in fig. S1 (A to C). The
composite electrode disks with various Li foils have the same diameter and thickness for comparison. Symmetric cells were constructed
and subjected to Li plating/stripping processes with current densities
of 1, 3, and 5 mA/cm2 for a total of 1 mAh/cm2. Voltage profiles at
selected cycles are presented in fig. S1 (D to L). Composite electrodes with 50-m-thick Li foil display superior cycling behavior with
small polarization and flat voltage plateaus. This behavior is attributed
to the fact that the composite electrode with the thinnest Li foil obtains the largest enhancement in electroactive surface area. In the
following experiments, the composite electrodes tested are the electrodes using Li foil with a thickness of 50 m.
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can be uniformly embedded between Li layers, thus forming a well-
defined lamellar structure with alternating blocks of Li and porous
PE (Fig. 1C). The cross section of the rolled cylinder can be observed
in Fig. 1D, exhibiting a flat, smooth surface after blade cutting.
Scanning electron microscopy (SEM) demonstrates the designed
spiral shape, showing the closely packed layers (Fig. 1E). According
to Fig. 1 (D and E), minimal structure breakage and discontinuity
of the Li within the composite electrode can be observed after the
facile mechanical processing of the soft, ductile Li strip. During
the subsequent experiments and measurements, liquid electrolyte
can wet and infiltrate the entire porous PE film. Consequently, electrochemical processes can take place on the sidewalls of the Li strips,
thus causing “side deposition.” The enlarged electroactive surface
area of our as-prepared composite electrode reduces local current
density effectively (36). On one hand, it is widely accepted that the
formation of mossy Li is enhanced by high applied areal current
density for Li deposition and extraction (8, 36, 37), while a high
electroactive surface area brings a lower actual current density, thus
alleviating Li dendrite formation (1, 36, 38, 39). On the other hand,
high electroactive surface area of Li electrodes triggers intense side
reactions and SEI formation, which account for the typical electrochemical performance decay (36). Under these circumstances for a
balance, attempts have been made to increase the electroactive area at
a moderate level. The thickness of both the Li foil and porous PE film
in our design are in the micrometer scale. Therefore, the electroactive
surface area and related side reactions are well controlled compared
with previous examples with nanoscale conducting matrices.
In summary, the motivation for this work is to build a mesoscale
conductive matrix for Li metal anodes. The resulting composite Li
anode exhibits improved electrochemical performance and mitigated
dendrite formation due to locally reduced Li plating/stripping current density. The risk of internal short-circuiting through mossy Li
penetration is lowered by the side deposition effect, thereby facilitating safe battery cycling. Furthermore, the presence of a rigid scaffold
maintains a relatively constant electrode shape and volume during
cycling, which, again, reinforces the safety and stability of the battery.
Because Li is ductile and soft in nature, this mechanical processing
is simple and low cost, providing a new concept and strategy for
constructing composite Li electrodes.
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Electrochemical performance evaluation of the
composite Li electrode
To study the electrochemical performance of the composite Li electrode, we constructed symmetric cells using two identical composite
electrodes with 50-m-thick Li. Moreover, we used a fixed amount of
electrolyte (200 l) for all tests to ensure a fair comparison. Figure 3A
shows the voltage profiles of the Li plating/stripping process at various current densities for cells with bare (control) and composite Li
electrodes (spiral Li-50). The symmetric cell using composite elec-

trodes shows a flat and stable voltage plateau with a smaller absolute
overpotential value than that of the cell with control electrodes. This
observation can be attributed to the fact that the electroactive surface area for composite electrodes is much larger under the same
geometric dimensions (25). Consequently, the charge transfer resist
ance and polarization at the interface in the composite Li electrodes
are reduced when the same amount of current is applied (40, 41). The
corresponding voltage hysteresis, defined as the sum of Li deposition
and Li stripping extraction overpotential, is plotted versus cycling
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Fig. 3. Electrochemical performances of symmetric cells using control Li and composite Li electrodes. (A) Comparison of voltage profiles and (B) the corresponding
hysteresis for cells using control and composite electrodes during Li plating/stripping processes under various current rates ranging from C/2 to 5C, where 1C is 1 mA/cm2.
(C) Impedance spectroscopy of cells with control and composite electrodes before cycling and (D) after the first cycle. (E to G) Long-term cycling of control Li and composite Li symmetric cells with current densities of 1, 3, and 5 mA/cm2 and a deposition/stripping capacity of 1 mAh/cm2.
Liang et al., Sci. Adv. 2019; 5 : eaau5655
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These results indicate that ramified Li dendrite formation is lessened
because of the reduced local current density and the presence of a stable scaffold (45).
To show the effectiveness of the ion-conducting matrix, we prepared composite Li electrodes with Li embedded in nonporous PE
film for comparison (fig. S2). The dense composite electrode has the
same geometric dimension as the porous composite electrode. The
nonporous PE film has no electrolyte permeability; therefore, it is
not a conductor of Li ions. As a result, this dense composite Li electrode only exhibits electrochemical activity at the top surface, which
can be confirmed by the shape change during an electrochemical Li
stripping process, as presented in fig. S3. The porous composite electrode exhibits changes in width and height, thus forming a shape with
a trapezoidal cross section (fig. S3A). By contrast, the composite electrode with dense nonporous PE film shows dimension change only
in height (fig. S3B). Furthermore, as shown in fig. S4, no noticeable
enhancement in cycling stability is observed for a composite Li electrode with nonporous PE films under various current densities.
Apparently, the aforementioned improvement in electrochemical
performance in Fig. 3 results from the electroactive sidewalls of the
composite electrode. With liquid electrolyte accessible along electrode sidewalls, the local current density is considerably reduced,
and the electrochemical performance is improved (43).
Full cells consisting of Li cobalt oxide (LCO) and a Li metal electrode were assembled to investigate the battery performance
under practical applications. We evaluated the rate capability of
the cells via cycling at rates ranging from C/5 to 5C, as presented in
Fig. 4A. The full cell using the composite Li electrode delivers reversible

Fig. 4. Electrochemical performance of LCO full cells using control Li and composite Li electrodes. (A) Rate capability of a LCO/control Li cell and a LCO/spiral Li-50
cell under various current densities from C/5 to 5C. (B) Long-term cycling of a LCO/Control Li cell and a LCO/spiral Li-50 cell at 2C. The full cell was first activated at a low
rate of C/5 for 3 cycles. (C) Voltage profiles of a LCO/control Li cell and a LCO/spiral Li-50 cell at a current rate of 2C at the 20th cycle. The inset is enlarged voltage curve
at initial charging stage.
Liang et al., Sci. Adv. 2019; 5 : eaau5655
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numbers, as presented in Fig. 3B. The symmetric cell with a composite electrode exhibits a steadily increasing hysteresis of 46, 73, 166,
and 241 mV at C/2, C, 3C, and 5C, respectively. Meanwhile, the cell
using a control electrode shows increased values of 98, 146, 295, and
450 mV under the same test conditions. The excellent rate capability
of composite Li electrodes again confirms the beneficial effects of
high surface area on galvanostatic cycling behavior. We also measured electrochemical impedance spectra (EIS) of bare and composite Li electrodes in a symmetric cell configuration, as shown in
Fig. 3 (C and D). The interfacial impedance values for bare and composite Li electrodes before cycling, as indicated by the high frequency
semicircle, are ~580 and ∼100 ohm (Fig. 3C), which respectively decrease to ∼90 and ∼45 ohm after the first cycle (Fig. 3D). Symmetric
cells with the composite electrode exhibit much smaller overall impedance compared to those with bare Li electrodes. This result implies
that the increase in electroactive surface area increases electrochemical
reaction rate and improves charge transfer kinetics (42). Long-term
symmetric cycling results of the control and composite electrodes with
constant areal capacity of 1 mAh/cm2 are shown in Fig. 3 (E to G).
We conducted the test under various current densities of 1, 3, and
5 mA/cm2. Symmetric cells using control Li electrodes exhibit gradually
increasing polarization until an abrupt voltage drop, thus implying an
uncontrolled Li dendrite growth, followed by internal short-circuiting
(19, 43). This change mainly originates from the fluctuating electrode
shape/volume during a hostless deposition/extraction of bare Li foil
(44). However, symmetric cells using composite electrodes can
cycle stably for over 200 cycles under high current densities up to
5 mA/cm2 with no evidence of dendrite-induced failure (Fig. 3G).
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discharge capacity of 144, 139, 133, 125, and 98 mAh/g at C/5, C/2,
C, 2C, and 5C, respectively. The capacity almost returns to the original value when the rate is recovered to C/5. In contrast, the full cell
with the control Li electrode exhibits fast capacity decay as the current
rate increases, and this difference in discharge capacities becomes
more remarkable with increasing current density (Fig. 4A). Moreover,
the cycling stability of full cells was studied at room temperature and
2C rate (1.28 mA/cm2). The cell using a composite Li electrode displays superior cycling stability and improved discharge capacity
retention (62% retention after 100 cycles for composite electrode)
compared to the cell using a control electrode (46% retention after
100 cycles for control electrode) as shown in Fig. 4B. The remarkable rate capability and cycling retention of the composite electrode
confirm a stable Li electrode with locally reduced current density
and a supporting skeleton (25). Figure 4C presents the voltage profiles for cells with a control and composite electrodes at the 20th
cycle. The cell polarization for the control electrode is much larger

compared with that for the composite electrode, originating from
the large charge transfer resistance, in good agreement with the
EIS results (46). In addition, irregular voltage variation with spikes
can be noticed for the control electrode at the initial charging stage,
indicating an unstable electrode surface (25, 43).
Structural stability of the composite Li electrode
We performed SEM characterization on cycled composite electrodes
to examine the structural stability of composite Li electrodes after
cycling. For composite electrodes after 10 and 100 cycles, as shown in
Fig. 5 (B and C), the well-defined lamellar structure and close-packed
pattern are well preserved compared with the pristine electrode in
Fig. 5A. The intactness of the structure indicates that the composite electrode can tolerate the large shape/volume change during Li
plating/stripping process with an areal capacity of 1 mAh/cm2. In
Fig. 5B, the boundary of Li in contact with PE films slowly becomes
a porous structure (light region in Fig. 5B). This result suggests that
Downloaded from http://advances.sciencemag.org/ on April 6, 2019

Fig. 5. SEM images of the pristine and cycled composite Li electrode. (A) Top-view SEM images of the pristine composite Li electrode. (B) Top-view SEM images of the
composite Li electrode after 10 cycles at 3 mA/cm2 for a total of 1 mAh/cm2. (C) Top-view SEM images of the composite Li electrode after 100 cycles at 3 mA/cm2 for
a total of 1 mAh/cm2. (D) Side-view SEM images of the pristine composite electrode through unwrapping the electrode. (E) Side-view SEM images of the composite
electrode after cycling under a current density of 3 mA/cm2 for a total of 1 mAh/cm2.
Liang et al., Sci. Adv. 2019; 5 : eaau5655
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electrode displays superior electrochemical performance, as it can
cycle stably under high current density with low polarization in both
symmetric cell and full-cell configurations. The remarkable perform
ance of the composite electrode originates from the locally reduced
current density caused by its relatively high electroactive surface area.
The side deposition, where mossy Li deposits on the sidewall of each
single Li strip in the composite electrode in addition to the top surface, lowers the risk of Li dendrite penetration. Consequently, the symmetric cell using composite electrodes exhibits no dendrite-induced
battery failure for over 200 cycles. Moreover, in the modified version with rigid crystalline PI film as a strong mechanical support, the
composite electrode maintains physical integrity and minimal volume fluctuation, thereby achieving stable cycling at a high areal capacity of 32 mAh/cm2, which is around 20% utilization of the total
Li (detailed calculations in fig. S11). To reach an even higher percentage of Li usage, the thickness of the composite Li anode can be
further reduced to pair the cathode by using some advanced cutting
methods with more precision control. Overall considering the simplicity, low cost, and effectiveness of this design, the mesoscale composite Li electrode constructed via mechanical deformation is
expected to contribute significantly to the realization of Li-based
energy storage technologies. In addition, the present work will
inspire research on other electrode systems as well as other energy
technologies.

High-capacity cycling of the composite Li electrode
Although the composite electrode exhibits stable and safe cycling
under an areal capacity of 1 mAh/cm2, we proposed a modified version to our original design to satisfy the need for high areal-capacity
cycling. The porous PE film is not mechanically strong to sustain the
volume/shape variation during high-capacity Li plating/stripping.
Thus, rigid crystalline polyimide (PI) films were inserted into the
porous PE-containing composite electrode to reinforce the skeleton
in the modified design. Crystalline PI can be identified from the
x-ray diffraction (XRD) pattern (fig. S6B); three characteristic peaks
corresponding to C─N stretching, symmetric C═O stretching, and
asymmetric C═O stretching (26) can also be identified in the Fourier-
transform infrared spectra (FTIR) (fig. S6C). After a simple Li stripping of 5 mAh/cm2, the unmodified electrode without PI support
showed a disordered top surface (fig. S7). The well-defined lamellar
structure is destroyed (fig. S7). The collapse of the PE film likely blocks
Li ion diffusion and thus increases the charge transfer impedance.
However, in the modified design, the electrode structure and shape
are preserved to some degree owing to the presence of the rigid PI
support (fig. S8). Under high areal capacity of about 5 mAh/cm2, the
composite Li electrode displays excellent structural robustness and
cycling stability (fig. S9). Moreover, by adding vinyl carbonate (VC)
and fluoroethylene carbonate (FEC) into the electrolyte, the symmetric cell using the spiral Li electrode with rigid PI-reinforced PE
matrix can stably cycle for over 50 cycles under a higher current
density of 8 mA/cm2 for a high capacity of 32 mAh/cm2, which is
around 20% utilization of the total Li stored inside (fig. S10).

MATERIALS AND METHODS

CONCLUSION

To conclude, in this study, we have developed a new strategy to fabricate a composite Li metal electrode with prestored Li accommodated
in a micron-sized ion-conducting matrix. The mesoscale composite
Liang et al., Sci. Adv. 2019; 5 : eaau5655
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Composite electrode fabrication
Li foil (50 m thick) was purchased from Chongqing Kunyu Co. Ltd.
Li foil (380 and 750 m thick) was purchased from Sigma-Aldrich
Co. Ltd. The entire rolling-cutting fabrication process for the composite Li anode was performed inside an argon-filled glove box. First,
a strip of Li (length, 160 cm; width, 6 cm; thickness, ~50 m) was
placed on a clean and flat substrate (copper foil in this study).
Then, the Li strip was manually smoothed out carefully and slowly
until completely flat. Avoid pressing too tightly or else the soft Li
strip may stick to the substrate. Afterward, a piece of Celgard PE
separator with the same dimension (length, 160 cm; width, 6 cm;
thickness, ~12 m) was put on top of the Li strip to cover it completely. We started from one edge of the strip rolling everything
up to the other side, which is similar to closing a scroll. The Li
strip and PE separator should be as tight as possible, avoiding
too many gaps and folds in between. If the PE separator does not
stick to the Li strip, then it will tend to slide and make the rolling
process very difficult. As a result, a small amount of liquid electrolyte
can be dropped onto the separator to wet it (the total amount of electrolyte in each single cell should be fixed), making the Li strip
and PE separator whole. After the rolling, the scroll-like Li-PE composite was then cut into small disks with the thickness of ~1 mm by
a razor blade. Because of its ductile nature, the round Li disk may
experience some shape deformation during the cutting process,
which is fine since the total disk area is about 1 cm2. Moreover, this
cutting process should be done as fast as possible to avoid severe
shape deformation. For the modified composite electrode with PI
film, three additional pieces of PI films (thickness, ~100 m) were
added in the normal rolling process, such that there are three PI
rings for each electrode disk of 1 cm2. The Li foil purchased from
Chongqing Kunyu has an officially certified thickness of 50 to 55 m
according to the manufacturer’s specification. We then used an
6 of 8
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electrochemical processes mainly occur in this region because of the
electrolyte accessibility inside the porous PE film. Li likely prefers to
deposit/strip at the sidewalls of the composite electrode because
of the stronger compression on the top surface compared to the
sidewalls. This strong compression from the internal pressure of coin
cells may impede Li deposition on the top part, thus enhancing the
side deposition phenomenon. In addition to the top surface, we
studied the morphology of the sidewalls. The composite electrode
after cycling was then unwrapped to expose the sidewalls. As presented in Fig. 5E, the sidewall of the composite electrode shows the
existence of Li deposits after long-term cycling, which reveals the
electrochemical activity of sidewalls. This observation again confirms the side deposition phenomenon, which possibly accounts for
the safe and stable battery cycling without dendrite-induced failure.
Nevertheless, not all the sidewall surfaces have the same electrochemical activity, which can be verified by the nonuniform spatial
distribution of Li deposits across the entire sidewall. The top part of
the sidewalls of the composite electrode will probably have higher
electrochemical activity and thus more Li deposits than the part deep
inside due to limited Li ion diffusion. In addition, because of the
spiral structure of this manually rolled Li electrode, the center part
of the electrode may behave differently in comparison to the other
part. Therefore, the center part of the composite Li electrode after
cycling was carefully examined under SEM compared with the outer
region, and the corresponding morphologies differ little (fig. S5).
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advanced digital micrometer (Mitutoyo MDC-2 Digital Micrometer, resolution, ~0.0013 mm) to check the thickness, obtaining an
average thickness of 56.8 m after testing over a number of random
points. Therefore, all the stated “50-m Li” in the paper are estimations and noted as 50 m for convenience. The actual thickness of the
Li strip used in this work is in the range of 50 to 60 m based on
our measurements.
Characterization
SEM study of the electrode was conducted using an FEI XL30 Sirion
SEM. XRD of the crystalline PI film was performed using an XRD
(X’Pert Pro, PANalytical) with Cu K radiation. The FTIR spectrum
was obtained by a Bruker Vertex 70 FTIR spectrometer. To study the
morphology of the cycled electrode, the coin cells were dissembled,
and the electrode after cycling was rinsed in pure 1,3-dioxolane (DOL)
to remove the Li salts and impurities.

COMSOL simulation
Details of the simulation are presented in fig. S12.
SUPPLEMENTARY MATERIALS

Supplementary material for this article is available at http://advances.sciencemag.org/cgi/
content/full/5/3/eaau5655/DC1
Fig. S1. Effect of Li strip thickness on the electrochemical performance of the composite electrode.
Fig. S2. Schematics and the corresponding SEM characterization of dense composite Li
electrode with nonporous PE film as the skeleton.
Fig. S3. Li stripping on composite Li electrode with porous and dense PE films.
Fig. S4. Comparison of long-term cycling of symmetric cells.
Fig. S5. Morphology comparison of Li electrode center part with outer region, before and after
cycling.
Fig. S6. Characterizations of crystalline PI film.
Fig. S7. Li stripping study of composite Li electrode without crystal PI support.
Fig. S8. Li stripping study of composite Li electrode with rigid PI support.
Fig. S9. Symmetric cycling of control Li electrode, composite Li electrode without PI support,
and composite electrode with PI support.
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